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Abstract: Different peoples have different needs. Social sharing websites allow users to create, share, tag, annotate, and 

comment media. Metadata generated by user facilitate users during sharing and organizing multimedia content and provide 

useful information to improve media retrieval and management. The experience of web search is improved by giving the 

returned list according to the user search intents using personalized search. In this paper, we propose a framework 

simultaneously considering both the user and query relevance to learn to personalized image search. In this basic work is to 

embed the user preference and query-related search intent into user-specific topic spaces. Metadata generated by user 

expresses user’s tastes and interests and is used to personalize information to an individual user. Specifically, a machine 

learning method that analyzes a corpus of tagged content to find hidden topics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Facebook as most popular social networking website has been hosting 7 billion photos since 2009. The rise of the Social 

Web underscores a fundamental transformation of the Web. Rather  than  simply searching  for,  and  passively  consuming,  

information, users  of  blogs, wikis  and  social  media  sites are creating, evaluating, and distributing information. While using 

these sites, users are generating content that could be of interest to other users and a large quantity of metadata in the form of 

tags and ratings, which can be used to improve Web search and personalization. The process of making Web experience to an 

individual user as he or she required is called Web personalization. Most of time web personalization is used by Online 

shopping  stores  to recommend  certain  product to  the  user based  on interest,  also  by  advertising  agencies  to target  the 

customer. The large-scale user-generated metadata not only facilitate users in sharing and organizing multimedia content, but 

also provide useful information to improve media retrieval and management. Social sharing websites like Flickr and Facebook 

allow users to create, share, annotate, and comment Medias. Personalized image search serves as one of such examples where 

the image search experience is improved by generating the returned list according to the modified user search intents. 

The proposed model contains two components: 

1) A ranking-based multi correlation tensor factorization model is proposed to perform annotation prediction. This is considered 

as users potential annotations for the images;  

2) We introduce user -specific topic modelling. This scheme is used to map the query relevance and user preference into the 

same user-specific topic space. 

For better evaluating performance, two resources involved with users social activities are employed. Experiments will be 

done on a large scale Flickr dataset. 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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Personalizing image search is an especially challenging problem, because, unlike documents, images generally contain little 

text that can be used for disambiguating terms. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Most of the existing work follow this scheme and decompose personalized search into two steps: computing the non 

personalized relevance score between the query and the document, and personalized score is computed by estimating the user‘s 

preference over the document. After that, a merging operation is done to generate a final ranked list of images [3][7]. 

Personalize image search is challenging problem as images contain very less text that can be used to explain them. 

Consider, for example, a user searching for photos of “jaguars”. Should the system return images of  luxury cars or wild animal 

picture? 

Breese, J., Heckerman, D.& Kadie, C. Stated that traditionally, personalization techniques fall in one of two categories: 

collaborative-filtering or profile based. The first, collaborative filtering [2], aggregates opinions of many users to recommend 

new items to like-minded users. In these systems, users are asked to rate items on a universal scale. The system then analyses 

ratings from many users to identify those sharing similar opinions about items and recommends new items that these users 

liked. Netflix uses collaborative filtering to recommend movies to its subscriber. 

Amazon uses a similar technology to display other products that users who purchased a given product were also interested 

in. Since users are asked to rate items on a universal scale, the questions of how to design the rating system and how to elicit 

high quality ratings from users are very important [10]. 

Kristina Lerman and Anon Plangprasopchok applied data mining techniques that state that the Personalization system uses 

a profile of user's interests to target items for user's attention. The profile can be created explicitly by the user, or mined from 

data about user’s behaviour. Examples of the latter include data about user’s Web browsing and purchasing behaviour. 

The author-topic model is also used to find latent topics in a collection of documents and group documents according to 

topic. If a user prefers one document, this method can be used to recommend other relevant documents. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Framework of model has two steps: offline stage, online stage. Offline stage includes three type of data metadata, ternary 

interrelation between users, images and tags and intra relations. After that we will perform annotational prediction. In Proposed 

Framework, we propose a personalized image search framework by considering user and query information as well as 

relevance. The user’s preferences are estimated by how probable he/she assigns the tags to the images. 

I. A ranking based tensor factorization model (RMTF) is proposed to perform annotational prediction to the images.  

II. For represent the query-tag relationship, we made user-specific topics and map the queries as well as the users’ 

preferences onto the learned topic spaces.  
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In this, we will give an overview of all important techniques which are necessary to implement the system. We will use the 

three tier architecture approach to our system. In our proposed framework the processing of query consists of steps as follows: 

I. Input: 

The user enters the query in word related to image he or she want to search to the through the web-based interface.  

II. Retrieving of images: 

The web service then checks whether the query given by the user is valid or not by the process of filtering. If query is valid, 

then it queries the search engine with query provided by user. After that it retrieves the most relevant images from the search 

engine 

 

MODULES: 

1. User-Specific Topic Modeling or constructing 

2. Personalized Image Search (PIS) 

3. Ranking – Multi Correlation based  
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MODULES DESCRIPTION: 

I. User-Specific Topic Modeling 

In this information about the user and his or her interest is collected. User information collected implicitly and 

explicitly. Information is spending time on that page and visited pages. We build a set U = {u1, u2, u3….um} as a set 

of users, T as a set of tags used by user and I as a set of images. Description of a User Interest Model: 

User specific topic model is the formalized description of the user's interest information. It is calculated as follows: 

 

where, Interest i represents the specific topic model of user Ui..,Ki represent the i-th keyword which is extracted from 

the user's  logs,  queries and Wj is the weight of keyword Ki. 

II. Personalized Image Search 

Here we combined two models: user interest and collaborative filtering model. Here the result is known as score and is 

calculated as follows: 

 

In final stage we arrange this score in decreasing order and obtain the final results 

In personalized image search, evaluation is not an easy task since relevance judgment can only be evaluated by the 

searchers. Social sharing websites provide rich resources that can be utilized for personalized image search evaluation. User’s 

social activities, such as rating, tagging and commenting, indicate the user’s interest and preference.  

Two types user feedback are utilized for personalized image search evaluation. First approach is to use social annotations. 

Second evaluation  approach  is  proposed  for customized image  search, where  the  images  marked  Favorite  by  the user u 

are treated as relevant when u issues queries.  

We use both in our experiments and list the results in the following.  

*.  Topic-based 

*.  Preference based 

III. Ranking – Multi Correlation based  

In this, we present the algorithm for annotational prediction. Table 1 lists the notations used in this section. Mostly 

there are three types of entities in a photo sharing website. The tagged data can be viewed as a set of triplets.  

Let 

U: denoting the sets of users 

I: denoting the sets of images 

T: denoting the sets of tags  

The set of observed tagging data is denoted by O ⊂ U × I × T 

That is each triplet (u; i; t) ∈ O indicates that user u has annotated image i with a tag t. The ternary interrelations can 

then gives a three dimensional tensor Y ∈ R |U|×|I|×|T|, which is defined as 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Dataset 

We perform the experiments on an image dataset. It contains 669,648 images with 500 unique tags collected from Flickr. 

We got the images’ owner information and obtained owner user ID of 244,849 images. 

The collected images belong to 5,120 unique users. We consider only single word-based queries in this paper and handling 

complex queries of multiple words is our future work. 

V. DISCUSSION 

After the original PageRank algorithm based paper [12] was published, there has been research in Personalized PageRank 

[11, 12, 14, 15, 16]. This work studies the scalability and performance issues because computing Personalized PageRank for 

every user may not scale to billions of users. For example, [11, 14, 15] provide a framework to limit the bias vector space during 

the computation of PageRanks, so that acceptable performance can be achieved. Other than the scalability studies,[13] tries to 

tailor the PageRank vectors based on query terms (but not by individual users). In [15] Personalized Page Ranks are computed 

based on the user profiles explicitly specified by the users. Our work is different from this body of work in that we focus on 

developing an automatic learning mechanism for user preferences, so that they can be used to compute Personalized PageRank. 

Researchers have also proposed ways to personalize web search based on ideas other than PageRank [17, 18, 19]. For 

example, [17] extends the well-known HITS algorithm by artificially increasing the authority and hub scores of the pages 

marked “relevant” by the user in previous searches. [18] explores ways to consider the topic category of a page during ranking 

using user-specified topics of interest. [19] does a sophisticated analysis on the correlation between users, their queries and 

search results clicked to model user preferences, but due to the complexity of the analysis, we believe this method is difficult to 

scale to general search engines. 

There also exist much research on learning a user’s preference from pages she visited [22, 20, 21]. This body of work, 

however, mainly relies on content analysis of the visited pages, differently from our work. In [20], for example, multiple TF-

IDF vectors are generated, each representing the user’s interests in one area. In [21] pages visited by the user is categorized by 

their similarities compared to a set of pre-categorized pages, and user preferences are represented by the topic categories of 

pages in her browsing history. In [22] the user’s preferences are learned from both pages she visited and those visited by users 

similar to her (collaborative filtering). Our work differs from these studies in that pages are characterized by their Topic-
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Sensitive PageRank’s, which are based on the web link structure. It will be an interesting future work to develop an effective 

mechanism to combine both the content and the web link structure for personalized search. 

Finally, Google 7 has started a beta-testing of a new personalized search service 8, which seems to estimate a searcher’s 

interests from her past queries. Unfortunately, the details on the algorithm are not known at this point. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this web based days, the internet is important source for getting useful information.  Search engines; try to provide best  

solution for user’s problem, by allowing them to specify a query and providing the images that satisfy them. It is most 

complicated for the user to select the image among the results shown by search engine. 

This paper has surveyed different schemes that are used for user preference prediction. We will propose a personalized 

search model to assist users in getting access to their interested photos by predicting the searcher’s preference on returned  

photos. Today users of web create lots of data, and also generate large quality of metadata. This metadata is in the form of tag 

and social networks, groups to which they submit images.  Effectively utilizing this rich user metadata in the social sharing 

websites for personalized search is challenging task as well as important enough to merit attention. In this paper we propose a 

framework to exploit the users social activities for personalized image search. These activities include annotations and the 

participation of user in groups of interest. The query relevance and user preference are together at a time combined into the final 

rank list in order to achieve result as per expectation. 

We have developed a personalized image search framework that helps user to find images based preferences. 
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